
Wrestling With the F word

A Lenten Study in forgiveness, conflict, hurt and reconciliation



Week Three

• Introductions/foundations
• Jacob and the angel – not in our church!
• Forgiveness as five chapters in the story of a hurt
• Chapter three : Bargaining
• Small and large group conversations



Daily Prayer with The Corrymeela Community

Jesus, you shared peace around a table of anxiety.
Peace with the bread, peace with the wine,

peace in the face of the uncertain, peace in the place of pain.
May we share tables of peace in places of pain,
sharing food and friendship and words and life.

Because you came to a fearful world
and found your place around those tables.

Amen.

Pádraig Ó Tuama



Guidelines for Learning 

• Chatham House Rules – like confidentiality ( share material not 
narrative, unless agreed by people); Recording my teaching input.
• Considerate – pastoral care; vulnerable; wrestle with your questions; 

no easy answers; participate as you can; 
• Curious – notice without judgement; 

half-formed thoughts/feelings/people are welcome! 
• Compassionate – feelings will rise and fall – beware the inner critic
• Contemplative – infused with prayer



Mark 2: 16-17

They [Pharisees & teachers of the Law] asked his disciples: 
“ Why does he eat with tax collectors and sinners?”

On hearing this, Jesus said to them, 

it is not the healthy who need a doctor, but those who are ill.

I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners!

(New International Translation)



Zephaniah 3: 17

The Lord your God in your midst, the Mighty One, will save.
He will rejoice over you with gladness,

He will quiet you with his love,
He will rejoice over you with singing.

(New King James Translation)



prayer for Wrestling with the F word

God, you are with us.
God, you are with us, waiting.

God, you are with us: waiting to save, transform,
heal, console,

challenge, change.

God, you see us.
God, you see us as we are:

all of us - past, present, future -
seen without scold, impatience, or scowl.

God, you see us and your gaze is fixed and loving.



God, you are strangely here:
in our comfort and dis-comfort

in our ease and unease
in our joy and sorrow.

God, in our comfort you work.
God, in our discomfort you work.

It is not always clear how you work.
God, you are strangely here,

in all of who we are.



God, you are calling us.
God, you are calling us with your love.

Loving us as we are – in all our contradictions, 
in all strength and weakness,

calling us to a life in union with you.
And out of that loving union, you call us -
into healthy relationship with ourselves, 

with conflict, with difference, 
with others.



God, you are with us.
God, you are with us, waiting.

God, you are with us, waiting to save, transform,
heal, console,

challenge, change.



Jacob wrestling the angel



Forgiveness creates a messier church.



Forgiveness creates a messier church.

Forgiveness creates a healthier church.



Forgiveness creates a messier church.

Forgiveness creates a healthier church.

Forgiveness creates an attractive church
for imperfect people.



Small Groups 1. (10mins)

Task: Check in on last week – Denial; Anger – focusing prayer

• One at a time (and be brief) & keep on track

• No plenary feedback (this time)



Foundation/Framework

• Forgiveness involves coming free of the power of the past and finding 
ways to a different future.
• Any hurt is a loss that is like a small death (link to Kubler Ross).
• Forgiveness process as five chapters in the story of a hurt.

Key Source Text (Don’t forgive too Soon – Lynn et al)
• No judgement at any stage.
• Each of the five stages is like a chapter in a story, revealing a part of 

ourselves that we are tempted to push away.
• When we listen respectfully to all five chapters in the story of a hurt, 

we regain our centre and a creative solution can emerge naturally.



Any hurt is a loss that is like a small death

1. Denial I don’t admit I was hurt

2. Anger It’s their fault that I am hurt

3. Bargaining I set up conditions to be fulfilled
before I’m ready to forgive

4. Depression It’s my fault that I’m hurt

5. Acceptance I look forward to growth from the hurt.



Love(d)

The more loved I feel, the more I can love and forgive others

The more I am loved in the midst of whatever I am feeling,
the more I can listen carefully
to the very things that might 

otherwise keep me stuck, 
until they too reveal a creative solution.



I can’t do this. 



I can’t do this by myself.



I can’t do this by myself (and that’s the point).
No-one can.



‘Not by might nor by power, but by My Spirit,’
says the Lord of hosts.



Forgiveness as five chapters in the story of a hurt



Bargaining

I set up conditions to be fulfilled before I’m ready to forgive



“ I’ll forgive you if…”

Bargains ask for changes we want in the other person before we are 
willing to move further through the forgiveness process.

Discovering our bargains:
Write out the ideal apology letter we would like to receive from a 
person who has hurt us.



Paul - Example

• Criticised at a book reading. “Should have told different stories!”
• Thought nothing of it, until I couldn’t stop thinking about it.
• Denial to anger…. I was stung.

My ideal apology letter (from the person who criticised me)
Dear Paul
I’m sorry that I criticised you after your book reading.
It’s hard to do a book reading
and you were probably feeling tired and vulnerable.
It’s a great book.
I just liked some of the other stories. Please forgive me.



Ideal apology & Needs

In this ideal apology, I expressed two needs.
1. Recognition of poor timing of comments - vulnerable, tired etc
2. Need to be valued (recognition of quality of book)



Needs and Bargains

• Needs are not necessarily bargains.
• They become bargains only when their fulfilment becomes a 

precondition for extending our forgiveness.
• eg, I will forgive if X apologizes for their lack of sensitivity
• I will forgive if X states that they like other stories in my book
• Bargains are healthy because they give voice to our anger by 

pinpointing 
A) What we are still upset about AND
B) What we need in order to start the healing process.



Bargains reveal how we need healing

• Even if the person who hurt us cannot or will not respond as we wish, 
our bargains reveal how we need healing and we can open ourselves 
to receive this healing in other (independent) ways.
eg other people on my book tour raved about my book and readings.



Bargains & Boundaries

• Forgiveness does require us to release the other person whether they meet 
our bargains or not. Otherwise we will be tied to that person.
• But forgiveness also requires us to continue to do everything we can to get 

our bargains met.

• Another way to conceive of bargains is to think of them as boundaries.
• Boundaries are ways in which we protect our dignity by setting limits on 

how other people may deal with us.
• eg after a gig, don’t get into critiques of the work. 
• We do others a favour when we clearly communicate to them our 

boundaries.
• One of our boundaries is that we are not willing to be mistreated.



Some symptoms of bargaining 
(“I’ll forgive you if…”)
• You change your behaviour
• You get punished
• You suffer enough and learn your lesson
• You feel what I feel
• You recognise the destruction you did
• You make amends
• You promise to never do it again



What’s healthy about bargaining?

• Bargains give voice to my anger by pinpointing what I am still upset 
about and what I need in order to start the healing process
• They express my boundaries, which protect my dignity by setting 

limits on how other people may deal with me
• They invite the oppressor to deal with the consequences of his/her 

behaviour
• They often reveal creative solutions



How I tempt myself when I’m bargaining:

• I dismiss the needs expressed by my bargains and tell myself I 
shouldn’t be so needy
• I make bargains that are weak and fail to hold the person who hurt 

me accountable for violating my boundaries
• I assume there is no way I can get my bargains met, and so I fail to 

listen carefully to their creative potential
• I tell myself that if my bargains are not met by the person who hurt 

me, I will never recover from this hurt



How others tempt me. They say:

• Good Christians forgive unconditionally
• Its co-dependent to be so needy
• The person who hurt you isn’t capable of taking responsibility or 

making amends, so don’t even try.
• The person who hurt you deserves to pay for this. Don’t let them off 

the hook.



Things I can do to help myself:

• Listen carefully to my bargains, assuming they have something wonderful 
to teach me
• Hang around people who are in touch with their needs and who have 

healthy boundaries
• Ask appropriate people to meet the needs indicated by my bargains, so 

that I am not dependent on whether or not the person who hurt me 
responds
• It’s hard to do this on our own!
• If I feel ready to let go of my bargains and move on in the forgiveness 

process, recall a time when I hurt someone else and that person gave me 
new life by forgiving



Healing process to move through bargaining

• Imagine yourself in the presence of someone who loves you, such as God 
or your best friend.
• Get in touch with a hurt and share all your feelings about the hurt with the 

one who loves you.
• Write out the ideal letter of apology that you would want to receive from 

the person who hurt you.
• Identify the one or two main needs contained in your letter.
• Ask yourself how the person who hurt you or someone else could help you 

get what you need.
• Take some deep breaths and fill yourself with life as you imagine yourself 

saying and doing whatever is necessary to get your needs met.



PAUSE

Prayer



Small Group 2 (20mins)

Task
Share at the level you are comfortable – its ok to be silent
Bargaining – do you recognise this stage?
Discuss/share
Forgiveness does not depend on the behaviour of others.
Forgiveness does not condone unhealthy behaviour in others.
Forgiveness does not mean acceptance of others unhealthy behaviour.
Bargains reveal needs and boundaries
Questions arising?

Facilitator will gather comments/questions, and share for 2mins in plenary



Plenary Session 

Feedback from small groups: two mins per group – themes/questions
Homework:
• Check in with yourself
• Ideal letter of apology – uncover needs/boundaries
• Healing prayer – see previous
• F Word Prayer (meditate on it for five mins per day)

Pastoral issues – see James; stay with the questions
Focusing prayer (practice alone or with a trusted other)
Closing Prayer - Maya



Maya – Closing Prayer


